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ABOUT GBS MASTERMINDS PODCAST
GBS Masterminds is an exclusive platform
where prominent GBS Leaders
answer some of the most debated
questions. The sessions include anecdotal
references and insights worth
million dollars.

About the host
Sashi Narahari, CEO & Founder
of HighRadius strongly believes in
creating value and making the concept of
a high culture organization a reality. His
belief has made HighRadius a trusted
partner for 200+ Global 2000
for the digital transformation of their
Office of the CFO.
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The SIX MILLION DOLLAR Questions
That Every GBS Leader Wants To Know

1

2

3

4
5

6

Captive Center Model Vs. Outsourcing
What is your current take on outsourcing vs. captive center models
for deploying shared services?

Harmonize & Standardize FIRST Vs. Lift & Shift FIRST
Would you suggest lifting-and-shifting first and then standardizing
is more optimal compared to the other way around?

RPA Vs. Foundational Platforms
What are your views and recommendations on AI and RPA in GBS?

From Cost-Cutting to Revenue-Driver
What is the secret recipe for transforming GBS from a cost-cutting
focus to a revenue-growth strategy?

Core ERP Vs. Modern SaaS Platforms
Everyone is confused about Core ERP Vs. modern niche software
platforms, in your view what is the trade-off?

Advice To The GBS Leaders
What would you like to leave your listeners or the other GBS Leaders
with some parting advice?

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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Caroline is a GBS leader with over 30 years of
experience in leading business services for

companies like Mondelez, Bacardi, and P&G.
Caroline is associated with networks like SSON
and advises companies on building and

Caroline Basyn
Senior VP, Strategy and
Transformation Europe

strengthening the shared services network.

Watch the Full Episode

I had no people, no budget, no strategy, actually nothing,
and quickly I started to lead a transformation of 5000 FTEs
entering into Global Business Services, and this was done in
a record time.

he survival of GBS today depends on having

an extra edge over the fundamental functions

of cost saving. Caroline emphasizes that GBS
centers mature every second, and translating

the data from reactive to predictive capabilities

creates a great scope for revenue growth.

Caroline’s journey of starting and managing
several GBS o r g a n i z a t i o n s f r o m s c r a t c h i s
i n s p i r i n g t o aspiring leaders.

Caroline’s advice is to "Combine the use of

technology to drive what I call more profitable
cases." She has experimented with emerging
technologies such as AI and RPA to evolve niche

operations that create thebutterfly effect in
massive GBS units. The ideal way to start your RPA
journey is by going after a process that gives the
most value.

She candidly talks about some of the most

However, using a point solution instead of a

unique strategy of deploying shared services. She

maintaining the product. On a closing note, Caroline

debated subjects in the GBS space and shares her
encourages going after cheaper, faster, and

reliable options of outsourcing, but also bearing in

mind that the most successful GBS units are
capable of managing an ecosystem of both

pure-play RPA allows you to avoid the hassle of
says, "You cannot sleep on your successes. You
need to challenge the status quo and look towards
the future constantly."

internal and external partners.

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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President of Mars Global Services with over 30
years of diverse experience in financial and

talent leadership roles across businesses and

geographies. Angela leads a team of 3000
associates who are enabling the growth of

Angela Mangiapane
President,
Mars Global Services

multiple segments.

Watch the Full Episode

Really excited about the work that we're doing on AI. We're
looking at our customer behaviour, and that has accelerated
our cash coming in, an opportunity to convert that non-working
dollars back into working trade dollars for the customer.

hen this global pandemic was emerging
and hindering many businesses, Angela
Mangiapane found an excellent opportunity to
shine in the GBS space. The quick mobilization of
around 40K employees to a work-from-home setup

interestingly added excellent opportunities.
So, now the concern is not return-to-office anymore
but how to get the work done optimally. Angela also
shares her visions on why 'lifting-and-shifting' the
processes first can unlock greater values. She
recommended forcing automation on an inefficient
process can be hazardous.

Angela shares three key areas to focus on if
you want to switch to a revenue growth strategy.
Strong corporate governance that is driving
the growth.
Build a strong team of associates by procuring
expertise.
Never seeing the unit as separate from Mars.
She shared her insights on the trade-off between
ERP and modern SaaS platforms. "GBS is like a pearl

necklace. Alter some pearls, adjust the length, and
then restring it several times to ultimately increase
the value of the necklace." In her closing remarks,

Angela, who is also focused on female mentorship,
explained that every opportunity is an opportunity
to learn!

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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VP of Kimberly-Clark Business Services with
25+ years of diverse experience in the Shared

Services space across organizations like

Mondelez, Xerox, GE and Fidelity. Richard has
designed, built and successfully managed

Richard Dobbs
Vice President,
Global Business Services

several Global Business Services.

Watch the Full Episode

We've done over 200 processes with RPA and we continue
to work at it today and it has its limits. Where I think one
of the potential unlocks in the future is through artificial
intelligence.

unique journey starting with Air-Force to managing

“As a GBS leader, we have to evolve ourselves and

multiple GBS units and finally being one of

our capability. Otherwise, we will be made

the members invited to the US Congress to talk

irrelevant over time.” R i c h a r d ’ s u n i q u e v i s i o n s

about GBS is what sums up our conversation with

on the four stages of evolutions paint a very clear

Richard Dobbs. In this very precise set of discussion,
you can find the key to efficient decision-making in
the GBS space.
Starting with deploying shared services, Richard
shares his own ‘Pyramid Model’ and explains how
every level functions separately.

picture of focusing on the revenue growth strategy.
He also talks about the three unique monetary
values that GBS organizations can easily unlock,
combining with the ‘20-20-40 rule of thumb’.
Also, in discussing the trade-off between ERP and
Modern SaaS solutions, he shares how to find that
sweet spot of a simple technology landscape. On a
closing note, Richard talks about how having the
right people in the right set of roles can take you to
tremendous success.

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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VP of Kellogg’s Global Business Services with
25+ years of experience in leadership roles

across Kellogg’s Finance Functions. Presently,
Deanna is responsible for optimal transformation
of GBS processes through her unique finance
and business background.

Deanna Adler
Vice President,
Global Business Services

Watch the Full Episode

We can manage cost and use labor arbitrage, but
probably the bigger benefit for the company is, how
do we actually use our processes around accounts
receivable or accounts payable to improve cash flow.

BS is all about transformation, and the last
two years has been a unique opportunity
for the GBS leaders. Deanna's expertise in leadership
roles

in

Kellogg's

strongly

advocates

that

change is the core of GBS. Whether a company
chooses a captive center model or outsourcing
for shared services, it needs to evolve with
time. Deanna believes that transforming and
standardizing processes should be a priority
for companies looking at a change today.

GBS has always been a cost-cutting function, but

Deanna adds GBS leaders' vision today should be
to set it as a strategic partner to companies that'd

help enable functions like finance and HR. One key
element of success that companies are trying to

focus on is improving processes in A/R and A/P to
improve cash flow, which can only be achieved by

making processes more efficient. Better processes

lead to the employees focusing on their core tasks
and ultimately increasing their productivity.

Deanna shares her insight into how modern niche
"The COVID experience has opened many organizations'
eyes about the role that GBS plays and what they can
do in defining a company's future."

platforms can work with core ERPs. She suggests
that it just needs to be an "and" not an "or" when it

comes to AI and automation. On a closing note,
she summarizes by saying that companies should
continue leveraging the new-generation tools and

keep making better use of tools that have been a
part of the ecosystem for a while.

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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Global VP of Order to Cash at Adidas with 20+
years of experience in leading global business

services in companies like AkzoNobel and
Bose Corporation. Currently, Michael is

responsible for implementing end-to-end

Michael van der Steen
Global Vice President
Order to Cash

global processes to deliver high customer value.

Watch the Full Episode

E-commerce saw a 96% increase in the second quarter of
2020. To fulfill this growing demand, while monitoring the
financial process and cash-flow; we adopted automation
to stay agile during this phase.

here is no such thing as a perfect model for

In this evolving space of GBS, it should be like a

deploying shared services at your organization.

backpack filled with different tools consisting of

In this candid conversation, Michael van der Steen

RPA, machine learning, and many more to resolve a

states that it depends mainly on what you want

problem. Michael shares his vision on choosing the

to achieve, so opting for a hybrid model is one of

right combination of tools and aligning it with that

the interesting approaches in this instance.

specific hurdle in your process. “...we belong to the

Michael was a part of both ‘lifting-and-shifting’

whole organization and are not a separate team ”

and ‘fixing-and-shifting’ the process first, so his

Michael shares his secret recipe to transform GBS

insights effortlessly reflect the benefits in

into a revenue growth strategy along with his

each of the approaches.

experience in ADIDAS doing the same. His insights
on the trade-off between ERPs and Modern SaaS
platforms reflect why it is beneficial to leverage
both of them as complementary solutions and
not competitive.

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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Global Head of Integrated Business Services at

Philip Morris International with about 30 years

of experience in major finance-executive
roles at Unilever. Currently, Natarajan is
responsible for leading Business Transformation

Natarajan Gopalan
Global Head of Integrated
Business Services

at PMI.

Watch the Full Episode

Using machine learning to see a pattern on where there is
likelihood of paying early and just doing it on one country
gives me between 20 to 30 million dollars of cash. So
huge potential.

n our recent conversation with Natarajan Gopalan,

“If you ever face a trade-off between ‘pleasant’

and abused words in organizations today. His trinity

difficult choice, but it will eventually get you to the

he mentioned that 'Digital' is one of the most used

to focus on GBS is Data, Process, and Automation.
Many debates have been going on in the GBS
space regarding the perfect strategy to transition

work, which is ultimately a trade-off between
Speed, Cost, and Focus.

Today, almost everybody talks about automation

in GBS, and along with RPA, another tool discussed
most frequently is AI. Natarajan shared why one

shouldn't implement AI just for the sake of following
someone else's footsteps. Instead, being very clear
on the desired outcome first and then adopting
AI accordingly.

and ‘right,’ always choose ‘right,’ which may be a
right place.” Natarajan shares his unique views on
the future of technology in GBS, which revolves

around an ecosystem of emerging tools that can
leverage the central backbone with the help of

innovations. His excellent views on the future of the

GBS also manifests the three pillars of value creation
in this space

Cost Efficiency
Revenue Enablement
Scale and Customer Experience
On a closing note, Natarajan clearly states the

importance of diversity in your organization. It is

empowering and encouraging to make mistakes,

because when you lose, you learn, and when you
win, be humble.

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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Co-Founder at Inixia and former VP of GBS at

P&G with 35 years in driving innovation and
technology across shared services. Currently,

Tony is working on establishing an industry
standard for GBS through the Professional

Tony Saldanha
Co-Founder at Inixia and
Former VP of GBS at P&G

Business Services Institute under Inixia.

Watch the Full Episode

With AI, never fall for a technology. Always go for a proven
use case. We went after a very narrow use case, and rather
than investing in a platform and buying a buzzword, we
bought the use case, and it was incredibly successful.

ony Saldanha, who program managed the

"A piece of advice to go from cost-cutting to value

billion back in P&G, talks about how to orderly

function but running a company within a company."

biggest outsourcing deal in the world worth $8

deploy shared services in today's dynamic. Being
35 years into the transformation space, Tony
admitted the fact how fast GBS is evolving and
how to cope with this fast-paced, technology
driven world.

The writer of the book 'Digital Transformation'
passionately explained the DOs and DON'Ts of
automation in GBS, along with several use cases of

RPA & AI in the same space. After standardizing

creation is to think of yourself as not running a

Tony, a podcaster himself, shares his unique views
on the trade-off between ERPs and modern niche
platforms and explains how you can double your

value on using them as complementary solutions.
And finally, on a closing note, Tony adds, "It is never
about the technology or any specific strategies.
It is all about creating value for the CEO and
the organization."

your processes at low costs, Tony shares some of
his excellent views on what's next.

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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Head of Global Business Services at ABB,
Krakow, with nearly 25 years of experience

across top companies like DSM and PwC.
Peter specializes in building and transforming
high-performance teams across processes

Peter Mitchell
Head of
Global Business Services

and geographies.

Watch the Full Episode

The question is always going to be about scalability. If
there is a bot in place for a particular process for a specific
country, why not scale it to five countries or the entire process?

an GBS be considered an evolutionary factory in

Balancing quality and cost will enable GBS to

notion of a captive center model embodies large

GBS acts as a 'glue' to deliver the bare minimum

today's business environment? Peter Mitchell’s

organizations like ABB. Such a captive centric pproach
infuses a sense of culture and dense relationship with
their customers.

magnify more as a revenue generator. A centralized
with the smooth running of the crucial processes.
The evolution of these business processes has given
room for the hybrid existence of both classic ERP

Peter's comprehension of 'lift and shift first' or

and modern SaaS platforms. Peter's positive

and position in the journey cycle. Similar cognitive

willingness to use it to flatten the curve of financial

Current automation in an industry is around 15%

openness to new talents are all it takes to grow in

'fix and shift.' is based on the company's status

contemplation about "Cloud Platforms" shows his

logic goes for implementing RPA and AI as well.

month-end reporting. A progress mindset and

leaving the potential for future growth. However, it's

this challenging GBS realm.

still a long way from an exciting future that will
change the shape of an industry forever.

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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Head of GBS at AkzoNobel, with nearly 20+
years of experience across top companies

like Accenture, Capgemini, Genpact, and

Kellogg’s. Steve is an expert at driving
transformation strategies for revenue and

Steve Rudderham
Head of
Global Business Services

operational efficiency.

Watch the Full Episode

Cost reduction can get the train out of the station, but you
need to evolve your GBS quickly to deliver value, and you do
that by transparency of metrics and data along with predictive
analytics, AI, and automation.

ed by someone with Global Experience, Steve has
shaped the course of GBS at AkzoNobel. An

advantageous business model depends on how

your company has developed over the years.

Outsourcing opens up avenues for automation,

which is a vital benefit of this business model. That
automation, in turn, propels the GBS further towards

better accuracy, stability and establishes control
over the GBS process.

It is a long and challenging journey to select a

business model and implement automation. That
is why you should invest time in your process to
transform and then shift it. The two most vital

aspects of successful outsourcing are communication
and transparency.

www.gbsmasterminds.com

The fast-pacing GBS has transformed itself into a
more revenue-driver than the traditional cost-cutting

initiative. This remarkable transformation was
possible due to the discipline GBS brings in your

cost-cutting process. Along with the help of AI and

predictive analytics, the shift towards revenue
growth is inevitable.

The question arises, 'What is the best way to help

us achieve that growth rate?'. The answer is to
leverage best-in-class ERP or modern niche
software platforms that synchronize with your

business purpose. Continuous evolution and
experienced peers make GBS a learning experience
for new and old talents.
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CEO at AJW Advisory and former SVP of IT &
Shared Services at P&G with over 35 years of
experience. Andy actively influences the GBS
community with advanced transformation
ideas through multiple board-level

Andy Walter
CEO at AJW Advisory, Former SVP
of IT & Shared Services at P&G

advisory roles.

Watch the Full Episode

The greatest transformation that happened in the last decade
is the modern SaaS platforms. Previously, the enterprise-level
companies were trapped by these giant monolithic systems
and couldn’t leverage transformation opportunities.

hat difference does it make in having

outsourcing with strategic partners? Andy's

ideology leans towards having a hybrid model to

leverage the best talents in the industry because

having a pool of strategic partners brings innovation
to your desired GBS model.

Current advancements in GBS have posed a

challenge to leaders when shifting towards revenue
growth. Converting savings into new capabilities
and partnering with C-suite leadership has proved

to be a transformative step towards revenue
growth journey. Taking a look at the advances in
modern SaaS platforms is quite remarkable.

His firm belief lies in the four critical pieces in
choosing 'lift and shift' or 'standardize first',

and they are, the People, Business Process
Ownership, Introduction to Technology, and
Owning the Budget. Andy's concept of

technological development is to have suitable

The only way to move alongside these advancements
is to use the best of both worlds. Andy's constant
insistence on developing a network of disruptive
innovators and advisors shows how he has grown
as a leader in this challenging GBS domain.

AI-based or Model-based automation tools which fit
the company's growth mindset.

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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Global Head of Shared Services at Anglo

American. Sandy is a business leader with
25+ years of experience in transforming
organizations into next-generation enterprises
and GBS organizations.

Sandy Khanna
Global Head of
Shared Services

Watch the Full Episode

I think the 4 C's Culture, Collaboration, Creativity,
and Companionship are crucial to any shared services
organizations that will need to exist in a new hybrid
working model.

hat is the importance of having an ecosystem

of partners in the GBS space? In his recent

conversational

masterpiece,

Sandy

Khanna

explores how cultural adoption and maturity are
more critical than time for choosing your desired
model for deploying shared services.

His exemplary insights on whether you should ‘lift
and shift the process first’ or ‘standardize first and

then move it’ comprehend that embedding your

controls and making the transformation happen

is the key. Sandy's vision represents how GBS
organizations should be the home for process
excellence and automation continuum.

www.gbsmasterminds.com

"Automation is not just about digitizing or managing
transactions but also about monitoring and controlling
the automated execution of these transactions." So,
after you get the right set of technology in place and

build your digital command center, you now question,
"what were you actually delivering?"

In addition to cost & growth, you also need to retrain,
retain and reinvent the people skills to drive more

significant revenue for your organization. Sandy’s
final advice to survive in this new world of hybrid

working models is to use his 4 C's: Culture, Collaboration,
Creativity, and Companionship.

515

VP of Shared Services at Univar Solutions. AJ is
a business leader with 20+ years of experience
in managing globally diverse teams to deliver
optimal growth and transform today’s GBS to
enable next-gen Digital Operations.

AJ Wijesinghe
VP of
Shared Services

Watch the Full Episode

What you find in some of the major ERPs is that they lack
workflow. So that require a certain process that will come
in a SaaS cloud solution. So, I always prefer to have that
bolt on, having a good API is critical.

oday, technology is growing faster than people

AJ emphasizes that an organization's overall value

career in technology, AJ strongly feels that if leaders

and standardization of processes in today's age.

can adapt to it. Having invested 20+ years of his

today are not keeping up with the pace of technology,
their organizations could be left behind. AJ has been

a part of both ecosystems - the vendor side and the
customer side.

In conversation with Sashi Narahari, when asked

about his views on the captive centers vs. outsourcing
model, AJ explains why the hybrid model is the right
way for GBS. Markets may have matured for captives
to work well, but outsourcing brings different perspectives

proposition comes from continuous improvement

This includes automation, as that can be the primary

driver to change. But, AJ adds that putting automation
in a flawed process will not bear fruits. He strongly
backs the idea of optimizing the processes first and
using RPA only as a bridge.

"...major ERPs lack a robust workflow. The workflow
requires a certain process which comes in a SaaS
cloud solution. "

from various industries, which helps organizations

To the leaders of tomorrow, AJ shares that the key to

Transfer (BOT) model to fast track standing up, which

will help in different experiences.

scale faster. AJ implemented the Build Operate
by itself has been a unique approach.

www.gbsmasterminds.com

success is having a process-driven mindset which
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Currently

the

VP

of

GBS

at

Zimmer

Biomet, Rob is a business leader with 30+

years of experience in building shared
services organizations. The runner-up of

SSON Impact Awards has been a key

Rob Bradford
VP of Global
Business Services

leader in the development of 5 large
Shared Services organizations.

Watch the Full Episode

If we really want something that's more plug and play, leading
edge, and is going to drive more value, we're not going to wait
around trying to configure that in the ERP systems. We're going
to go straight to a partner and get that plug and play solution.

nterested in astrophysics, Rob got diverted towards

One of the many challenges of GBS is to convert it

In this enlightening episode, he mentioned the need for

a stair-step approach, tackling the risky process.

a completely different universe, “The GBS Universe.”

a suitable business model should arise from looking
back at your company’s journey and history. He talked

at length about the right blend and choosing the
perfect model for deploying shared services.

Another challenging step is to leverage ‘lift and shift’ to
your advantage, which can add values like smart

hiring, easier relocation for engineering update,

and no incentive for legacy staff. His early career

experience and some mistakes influenced his notion
of automation. According to him, RPA gives employees a

into a revenue growth opportunity. Rob’s strategy is

Lastly, he settled the debate between the growing
modern solutions to ERP by defining their relationship
as complementary rather than competitive.

An organization can decide the trade-off by forecasting

the outcome they expect from that solution. GBS
presents itself as more than just a shared
service. It’s evolving and diversifying. As said by

Rob, “Diversity and inclusion are more than just a
goal to me. It’s a way of life”.

chance to explore a more innovative path.

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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A business leader with 20+ years of experience
in driving operational excellence programs.

After serving top organizations such as KPMG,
Hackett, and AoL, Stephen is currently the SVP
of Estee Lauder’s first-ever GBS

Stephen Hosley
SVP, Global
Business Services

organization – One Source.

Watch the Full Episode

When you give something to One Source or GBS, it'll be a third
cheaper at least and we'll continue to work that price 5% a
year. But now what we're finding is people are coming to us for
right out of the gate front-of-the-counter help.

BS Masterminds podcast made it possible to

OneSource sets a remarkable example of how

One of them is Stephen, who is familiar with these

strategy by first fulfilling its purpose of the

network with the leaders of the GBS domain.

challenging waters. With swift evolution in business
models, a revolutionary decision will be to go for the
'Hybrid model.' This combination gives you the privilege

to leverage the geographical and talent advantage

of outsourcing and flexibility in business processes
through the captive model.

GBS can transform into a more value-delivering
cost-cutting process. Sharing your opinions
with your key customers can influence how

GBS is perceived among your peers. Finally,
Stephen

shared

his

views

on

the

clash

between the core ERP solutions and modern
SaaS platforms.

In addition, Stephen pointed out how you add value

ERP has not lost its shine, but it's a SaaS zone

advancements emphasize the potential impact in

advice was to think of GBS as a separate business.

bridging mechanism.

cultural values, which are:

through the 'lift and shift first' trend. These industrial

for a broad end-user experience. His parting

technology that RPA creates and its role as a

He takes pride in resonating with Estee's core
Top Note- Being easy to work with
Heart Note- Employee Centric
Bass Note- Result Oriented

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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A transformational leader with 30+ years of
experience in building and driving sustainable

business models. She has been a crucial part of
top organizations like Ford, GE, and Capstone
Solutions, and is currently the SVP and Head of

Jamesetta Strickland
SVP & Head of
Global Business Services

GBS in Iron Mountain.

Watch the Full Episode

We're going to have big ERP systems as standard, but certainly
couple with SaaS solutions that make sense for us, particularly
for customer facing processes. We're purposeful about it
because we want to act with speed and agility while interacting with customers.

ill Covid bring the next revolution in the GBS

The historical misconception of GBS was that it

and tinkerer by nature, Jamesetta Strickland, explores

support system. Iron Mountain's approach in

domain? Our season-closing guest, an engineer,

the possibility of having a hybrid business model.

'Captive' for internal, and 'Outsourcing' for experts
present globally with better tools and resources.

Her perspective of 'lift and shift first or 'standardize
first' is purely based on the organization's pace of

growth and maturity. RPA will always have its fixed
share in the market, but will the new trends in AI
and ML outpace them?

www.gbsmasterminds.com

is more of a back-office and acts as a tertiary
making GBS a revenue driver is what sets it
apart. Procurement and managing the supply
base are the backbone of the organization.

Towards the end of the episode, Jamesetta
explains how GBS should be powered by both

the "Standard ERP" solution and "Modern niche"

softwares. Her advice for the next generation

of GBS leaders is to utilize the GBS space to
tinker, learn and grow your business.
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SEASON 1 QUOTABLES A QUICK LOOK BACK
Caroline Basyn

Angela Mangiapane

I had no people, no budget, no strategy, actually nothing,
and quickly I started to lead a transformation of 5000
FTEs entering into Global Business Services, and this was
done in a record time.

Really excited about the work that we're doing on AI.
We're looking at our customer behaviour, and that has
accelerated our cash coming in, an opportunity to
convert that non-working dollars back into working
trade dollars for the customer.

SVP, Strategy & Transformation, Pepsico

CEO, GBS, Mars

Richard Dobbs

Deanna Adler

We've done over 200 processes with RPA and we
continue to work at it today and it has its limits. Where
I think one of the potential unlocks in the future is
through artificial intelligence.

We can manage cost and use labor arbitrage, but
probably the bigger benefit for the company is, how do
we actually use our processes around accounts receivable
or accounts payable to improve cash flow.

VP, GBS, Kimberly Clark

VP, GBS, Kellogg’s

Michael van der Steen

E-commerce saw a 96% increase in the second quarter of 2020. To fulfill this growing demand, while monitoring the
financial process and cash-flow; we adopted automation to stay agile during this phase.
Global VP, Order to Cash, Adidas

Natarajan Gopalan

Tony Saldanha

Using machine learning to see a pattern on where there
is likelihood of paying early and just doing it on one
country gives me between 20 to 30 million dollars of
cash. So huge potential.

With AI, never fall for a technology. Always go for a proven
use case. We went after a very narrow use case, and rather
than investing in a platform and buying a buzzword, we
bought the use case, and it was incredibly successful.

Global Head, Integrated Business Services, PMI

Co-Founder, inixia

Peter Mitchell

Steve Rudderham

Andy Walter

The question is always going to be
about scalability. If there is a bot in
place for a particular process for a
specific country, why not scale it to
five countries or the entire process?

Cost reduction can get the train
out of the station, but you need to
evolve your GBS quickly to deliver
value, and you do that by
transparency of metrics and data
along with predictive analytics, AI,
and automation.

The greatest transformation that
happened in the last decade is
the modern SaaS platforms.
Previously, the enterprise-level
companies were trapped by
these giant monolithic systems
and couldn’t leverage
transformation opportunities.

Head of GBS, Krakow, ABB

Head of GBS, AkzoNobel

CEO, AJW Advisory

Sandy Khanna

AJ Wijesinghe

I think the 4 C's Culture, Collaboration, Creativity, and
Companionship are crucial to any shared services
organizations that will need to exist in a new hybrid
working model.

What you find in some of the major ERPs is that they lack
workflow. So that require a certain process that will
come in a SaaS cloud solution. So, I always prefer to
have that bolt on, having a good API is critical.

Global Head, Shared Services, Anglo American

VP, Shared Services, Univar Solutions

Rob Bradford

Stephen Hosley

Jamesetta Strickland

If we really want something that's
more plug and play, leading edge,
and is going to drive more value,
we're not going to wait around
trying to configure that in the ERP
systems. We're going to go straight
to a partner and get that plug and
play solution.

When you give something to One
Source or GBS, it'll be a third
cheaper at least and we'll continue
to work that price 5% a year. But
now what we're finding is people
are coming to us for right out of the
gate front-of-the-counter help.

We're going to have big ERP systems
as standard, but certainly couple with
SaaS solutions that make sense for us,
particularly for customer facing
processes. We're purposeful about it
because we want to act with speed
and agility while interacting with
customers.

VP, GBS, Zimmer Biomet

SVP, GBS, Estee Lauder

SVP, GBS, Iron Mountain

www.gbsmasterminds.com
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FUTURE OF GLOBAL BUSINESS SERVICES

Pavan Pamidimarri
SVP, Finance
Operations & Sourcing

Maciej Piwowarczyk
Global VP & Head of
Global Business Services

Todd Blevins
VP, GBS

Liliana Becerril Ovalle
Shared Services
Global VP
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